
 

 

A. spelling. Fill in the blanks with appropriate letters. (  3 POINTS ) 

a. / We live in a w__ nderfu__  world .  

b. c / There is an import__nt   river for African pe__ple. 

d.e . f / The heart p__mps  this red liq__id ar__  __ nd the body. 

g.h.i /Hop__fu__ly , the number of che__tas  is going to incr__ase in the future. 

B. Vocabulary. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. (There is one extra word).( 3.3 points ) 

 

 

1. There are millions of red blood …………………..in blood. 

2. They …………..oxygen round the body. 

3. Recently , some people are paying more …………………………to nature. 

4. Many human like ………………..animals. 

3. They …………………our body against microbes. 

6. This class can ……………..your speaking skills. 

7. The scientists do outstanding  ………………….. in the university laboratories. 

C. Fill in the blanks with the words of your own.( 3.3points). 

8. Hopefully , there are some plans to help ……………..animals. 

9 . They destroy the ………….homes of animals and wild life . 

10. There are thousands of white cells in a ……………of blood . 

11. If people take  care of cheetahs , the number of them will ………………in the future. 

12. Human beings shouldn’t …………..the natural homes of the animals . 

13. Plasma is a clear and yellow …………….. . 

14. One way to keep our body healthy is to ………………blood to those who need it . 

 

D. Make a sentence with the words given in each group. ( 2points). 

 13.the, heart , round, the , pumps, the , blood , body ,  . 

 16. to, environment, must , attention , save , to , animals , we , our , pay , endangered  , . 

hunting, attention , experiments , defend , carry , increase , cells , develop 

 



 

 

E. Read the sentences and choose the best answer .( 2points). 

17. To become or to make something greater in amount, number , value , etc. 

a. hunt                            b. endanger                 c. give                      d. increase 

18. A very small amount of liquid that forms a round shape. 

a. blood                           b. heart                         c. microbe                d. drop 

F. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words. (1 points). 

19 .They ……………………….( go) to Italy by plane every year.  

20. Our house is ………………..( beautiful ) house in the city. 

G. Choose the correct item.( 3 points) . 

21. Ali is as ……………….Amir.  

a. happier                    b. happy                       c. happy as                     d. happiest 

22.They ………………….back after 10 days.  

a. will come               b. come                        c. came                           d. had come 

23. They have rented a bigger apartment  so they …………………next week. 

a. will move              b. are going to move                c. moved              d. going to move 

24 .Elephants are ………………..animals of all. 

a. heavier                 b. as heavy as                          c. heavy                 d. the heaviest 

23. Her car is ………………expensive one. 

a. most                    b. the most                                 c. more                  d. more than 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H.  Passage Comprehension.( 4 points).  

Mercury is the smallest planet in the Solar System and the nearest one to the Sun. It is the fastest planet of the 

Solar System . Its speed is 48 km/h . It goes round the Sun every 88 days . Mercury is like a small, rocky ball in 

space . It doesn’t have any moons. 

Venus is the nearest planet to Mercury. The weather of Mercury is hot enough to burn everything in days and 

it’s very , very cold at night. All of Mercury ‘s surface is dry and rocky. There are no seas , rivers or lakes on it. 

So you can not live on Mercury . 

But if you can go to Mercury , you can see wonderful things there.  

26. A year is 88 days on Mercury.                      T…………..          ,     F……………… 

27. Venus is the nearest planet to the Sun.     T…………….      ,      F ……………. 

28. What is Mercury like? 

29. Can a human live on Mercury? Why ? 

30. What happens if you can go to Mercury? 

 

 

Good luck 



 

 

 


